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INTRODUCTION

Every generation is defined by a movement. In the coming years we will slowly witness the greatest transfer of wealth the world
has ever seen, the one thing that is still uncertain though is where this wealth will be placed. At Etherbridge we believe that
this wealth will support the creation of a global digital economy. In order for the proliferation of a digital economy to occur
there are a few necessary building blocks that need to be in place beforehand. The first step towards this new economy and the
foundation on which it will be built is the blockchain. We at Etherbridge invest into these foundational technologies.
Through this thesis one should begin to understand why blockchain will become the foundation of a digital economy by being
able to identify the problem that this technology solves. We will also give you the reader an explanation of what blockchain is
and how it is simply an accounting evolution. You will begin to appreciate how a simple change in the way we record information
can be used as the tool to reinvent capitalism simply by providing us with a superior coordination mechanism.
Once you have understood how blockchain can change the world it is important to understand the nature of the investment
every stakeholder involved. The impact of blockchain will be felt in almost every industry throughout the world.
We will touch on a few but will explain in depth how and why the finance industry will be one of the first real use cases for
blockchain. Finally, we will introduce Etherbridge and how we plan to take part in the blockchain revolution.
After reading this thesis one should be able to develop a coherent picture as to what blockchain is, why this technology is worth
all the hype, how it will change the world forever and how we as Etherbridge fit in.
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ETHERBRIDGE

SOLVING THE PROBLEM OF TRUST

The key to understanding how an invention or new paradigm will change the world lies in identifying, what is the one thing,
what is the one gap that such an invention can fill for everyone. The funny thing about inventions and new paradigms is just how
poorly understood they are when they are first created, let alone the second and third order consequences of their creation. This
stems from the fact that all these innovations in their purest form are very simple.
To many people they seem too simple to warrant the hype of early believers, however in hindsight identifying the gap they
managed to fill becomes almost impossible not to see. Let’s take a moment to think about some inventions over history and the
gaps they have through entrepreneurship and years of improvements managed to fill.
The printing press filled an interesting gap. It fundamentally changed the way knowledge could be disseminated in society, it
closed what was previously a knowledge gap. Before its invention only anointed religious leaders and nobleman could spread
and control what knowledge society was exposed to.
Another example of a gap being filled and one that has become one of the world’s favourite inventions is that of the internet. The
internet has made the world a much smaller place, it has closed the distance gap. Allowing us to communicate with anyone,
anywhere in the world, whenever we want.
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Figure 1: Inventions and the gaps they have managed to full.
This paper seeks to show you the next gap that exists. There is a gap that has been gradually building in our society and there’s
an invention as you would imagine that fills that gap. That invention is called blockchain. But how will Satoshi Nakamoto’s
creation fundamentally change the world forever?
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ETHERBRIDGE

SOLVING THE PROBLEM OF TRUST (CONTINUED)

Blockchain possess the tools that will change the way we trust. It will close what we can call the trust gap. Trust is the core
foundation of business. Trusts role in business began very early and has progressed from the cavemen all the way through to
the mercantile economy into the industrial age and today in the information age. We have come to the conclusion as a species
that I need to trust you in order to transact with you.
Trust therefore is the fundamental currency of commerce; without it nothing would happen and trade would come to a grinding
halt.
Trust itself is fragile and can be broken at any point in time. Yet we as a society transact to the tune of $100 trillion a year
between the 7 billion of us. When I take my hard earned Rands and exchange them with you for a good or service, I need to trust
you and we manufacture this trust.
Let’s discuss how we manufacture trust today, so that you can more clearly see how blockchain will fundamentally change the
way in which we trust. To help manufacture trust we created ledgers. Ledgers are the way we go about storing information
about transactions.
Yet the problem with the ledgers we have today, which we depend on to trust individuals and business is that it is just as easy to
create a record on the ledger as it is to remove something from the ledger or alter an existing record on the ledger.
So, we have this capability of a ledger, we use it, it is tamperable and we could just trust it completely, but we don’t. Commerce
almost finds itself in the strange limbo state of trust but verify.
The truth about our society today is that when we start a company or start a transaction, we start with the automatic
assumption that the counterparty cannot be trusted. It almost feels normal to us, we have become accustom to this religion of
trust upon verification. The way we have gone about it is we establish these things called intermediaries. These are the entities
that are responsible for keeping a centralised ledger of all commerce. They exist to facilitate the brokering of the relationship
between those looking to trust and those looking to be trusted. The reason why we deal with them is that we simply cannot trust
the ledgers we would have otherwise.
Blockchain at its most basic is an accounting evolution that will provide anyone with an internet connection access to trustless
ledgers. As simple as that sounds its effects will be felt in every industry throughout the world. It has the potential to reinvent
capitalism for a more sustainable future. This paper will attempt to give the reader an understanding of what this future may
look like.
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ETHERBRIDGE

BLOCKCHAIN: THE ACCOUNTING EVOLUTION

As blockchain is a novel invention there are literally thousands of definitions floating around trying to define such an innovation
in a couple of sentences. These definitions vary depending on who you ask, and rightly so as blockchain possess characteristics
that appeal to a wide variety of people for very different reasons.
At Etherbridge we define blockchain from an accounting point of view.
“Blockchain is a triple entry accounting system on top of a distributed ledger whose state is determined through a gamified
consensus mechanism”
In order to understand this definition more clearly, we will break up and cover its three main components.
1.

A triple entry accounting system:

Current accounting systems utilise double entry bookkeeping and fortunately the concept of triple entry isn’t that different. The
initial idea was created to provide real-time third-party verification to transacting parties.
Let’s imagine Alice and Bob want to transact, Bob pays Alice. Normally we would stop there, Bob would record an expenditure
in his books and Alice an income in hers. This would leave behind an audit trail where an independent third party would be able
to read the story behind the transaction.
However, in triple entry accounting a third member exists that acts as the issuer of a digital receipt which is in turn signed
by all three parties. Alice and Bob get to keep one each and the third and final entry is posted to a ledger which serves as the
dominating record of event.
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ETHERBRIDGE

BLOCKCHAIN: THE ACCOUNTING EVOLUTION (CONTINUED)

In theory intermediaries already perform the role of what we refer to here as the “issuer”, however, there still remains the risk
that the dominant record of event could be lost, tampered with or intentionally disposed of. Another issue is the cost at which
intermediaries perform this role. The cost that lands on the end user is made up of inefficient and expensive processes and
the systems are closed and permissioned. So, we know the system still lacks strong redundancies and is only tamper resistant
to the extent of which we trust the intermediary. We will soon address how public blockchains manage to solve these issues
around the issuer but first let’s address the idea of a distributed ledger.

BOB

ALICE

Transact

Digital receipt

Dominant record of events

Figure 2: An illustration of a triple entry accounting system.
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ETHERBRIDGE

BLOCKCHAIN: THE ACCOUNTING EVOLUTION (CONTINUED)

2.

A distributed ledger

In the example of triple entry accounting we referred to a dominating record of events. Every transaction that occurs on a public
blockchain network has its own digital record of event, all of which are added together within what we call a “block”, a block on
the bitcoin network is created every ten minutes and shared with a peer network so that all copies of the ledger can be updated
to include the transactions of the previous block.
Have a look at this map of the world, it shows all of the bitcoin nodes where copies of the ledger are stored and maintained.

Figure 3: A map illustrating the distributed ledger and the
location of Bitcoin nodes all over the world. (bitnodes, 2020)
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ETHERBRIDGE

BLOCKCHAIN: THE ACCOUNTING EVOLUTION (CONTINUED)

3.

A gamified consensus mechanism

So now we know how a triple entry accounting system sits on top of a distributed ledger, but how do we ensure the
trustworthiness around the transaction in this distributed fashion. The real innovation behind cryptocurrencies are gamified
consensus mechanisms. I think we can all agree that the role the issuer plays in a public blockchain network is extremely
important. If the issuer can act maliciously then how can we possibly expect to trust the dominant record of events?
What Satoshi Nakamoto did was to gamify the process of becoming the issuer of the digital receipt. To understand gamification,
we need to think back to economics 101 and the prisoner’s dilemma. In the prisoner’s dilemma a policeman has two suspects
to a crime. He needs them to tell the truth. In order to do this the policeman somehow needs to create a situation where telling
the truth is the best decision that a suspect can make in their own self-interest.
Therefore, he creates a game. The game has both
incentives for telling the truth and outweighed
disincentives for lying. Now assuming he can
separate the suspects so that they cannot collude,
when they are told the incentives and disincentives
and left to make a decision, the best strategy they
should be able to play is one that isn’t affected by
the strategy the other suspect decides to play.

Figure 4: The prisoners dilemma.

The best decision they can make acting in their own self-interest is telling the truth. The game in prisoner’s dilemma has
created a situation that allows suspects to act in their own self-interest in a way that is beneficial to society as a whole. We get
the truth.
The prisoner’s dilemma is a classic example of how incentives and disincentives around an interaction can form desirable
behaviours and create favourable outcomes.
The gamified situation in Bitcoin is called Proof of Work or otherwise known as mining. Through this system of gamification
competing for the right to be a part of the verification process and provide the digital receipt as an independent third party
becomes explicitly profit driven.
People from all over the world can simply join the network by contributing resources and in turn compete for the right to become the
issuer and earn a profit for doing so. There are incentives for acting truthfully and disincentives for being dishonest.
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BLOCKCHAIN: THE ACCOUNTING EVOLUTION (CONTINUED)

Profit = Redundancy enabler

Profit Motive = Block rewards & Transaction fees.

Incentivises verifiers to join the network
Figure 5: The incentive to provide redundancy to a blockchain network in the form of a profit.

Cost = Tamper resistance

Cost Consideration =

Hashing costs (PoW)
(electricity and fixed overheads)
OR
Financial stake contribution to the network (PoS)

Discourages / prevents tampering by making it expensive to do so.
Figure 6: The disincentive to tamper with the blockchains ledger in the form
of electricity costs and financial stake.
The level of assurances these networks can provide is closely linked to the amount of resources that have been contributed to
the network. In the case of Bitcoin, the more computational power being contributed to the network the more secure it becomes
and the more confident we as the users can be in its ability to protect against tampering.
The accounting evolution enabled by blockchain will provide the world with a permissionless, immutable and tamper resistant
ledger that will transform the way in which we trust one another. The community that keeps the ledger truthful is the single
most socially scalable invention in history and provides the world with an opportunity to separate money and power.
We hope by now you can clearly see what blockchain technology is and how it is similar yet far superior to our current
accounting and third-party verification mechanisms.
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ETHERBRIDGE

REINVENTING CAPITALISM WITH A SUPERIOR COORDINATION
MECHANISM:
In the 1500’s a man by the name of Luca Pacioli created what we know today as double entry bookkeeping. Double entry
bookkeeping has grown hugely since proposing his initial principles of debits and credits and the balancing of the two.
What Luca had actually created was far greater than just an accounting mechanism. He solved a huge trust problem that had
existed prior within the age of single-entry bookkeeping. As discussed before, ledgers are the way we manufacture trust in
society. We transform transactions and events into something understandable to a wide variety of individuals. This increases
the trust in the corporation as it keeps them accountable to the providers of capital.
Accounting records have become the way we as humans understand, record and compare value. Most people when they think
of what a business is, they think of earnings, return on investment or producing something of value. However, what they fail
to remember is that none of this would be possible without the simple coordination provided by the invention of double entry
bookkeeping.
A firm at its most basic is a coordination mechanism for various resources (human, capital and natural) in an effort to produce
something of value, and it’s built on double entry bookkeeping. Without it we would have no reliable way of separating and
understanding the flows of capital, income and expenses. Without being able to understand this the level of trust required to
coordinate our efforts would be astronomical and we would have far less economic activity.
Luca could never have imagined that the simple idea of having debits and credits would result in what is now a $80 trillion
industry. Let alone the addition of all the accounting, auditing and other general third-party verification industries that would
proliferate from its widespread use and adoption. All of which built additional trust in the coordination mechanism that is now
the modern-day corporation.
When we think of the tools necessary for a company to form there are a few that immediately come to mind. Firstly, they need
a way of transacting and storing money, this is traditionally where the banking industry comes in. Secondly, they need third
parties who provide verification to those looking to trust the corporation that they are in fact doing business honourably. Thirdly,
they need accounting mechanisms to understand the value they have created and how to manage that value. Lastly, they need
a way to coordinate decision making, they need governance.
All these tasks distract from what their core business is. Almost all of them create additional financial burdens and extract
value from their everyday operations. However, without them they would fail to coordinate resources effectively.
These tasks we’re referring to are all economic substrates, they are the branches of the tree of capitalism that allow us to
facilitate business to the extent we do. They add value because they are done in order to manufacture enough trust to engage
with investors and consumers.
This constant value extraction is the very opportunity that blockchain and its triple entry accounting mechanism present.
Cryptoassets like shares, present a way to coordinate resources to produce something of value. They are scarce and
irreplaceable and act as the glue that holds together a distributed triple entry accounting system that disintermediates money,
accounting, governance and third-party verification into a single software-based product.
This software is open source and is used to build superior forms of coordination mechanisms. Its code presents rules that
replace what we referred to as the economic substrates of capitalism. It can vastly assist in streamlining the coordination of
resources, eliminating vast amounts of value extraction and sharing value more equitably to all stakeholders.
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REINVENTING CAPITALISM WITH A SUPERIOR COORDINATION
MECHANISM: (CONTINUED)
Demand exists for the software and the underlying cryptoassets that coordinate them as they provide absolute assurances in
the accounting of value transfers. This marks a huge improvement on our current economic substrate and lowers the costs of
trust required to coordinate our efforts by orders of magnitude.
This isn’t an industry but rather a foundational technology which will benefit any business that needs money, accounting
and third-party verification to operate. It will connect those who previously lacked connection and has the potential unlock
trillion-dollar markets.
This McKinsey infographic highlights the industries that stand the most to gain from blockchain technology. With time we
will see companies who refuse to adapt die, and those who leverage the benefits of blockchain succeed. This is because
competing on the margin will become close to impossible as the costs of facilitating trust drop dramatically for those embracing
blockchain.

Figure 7: A McKinsey study highlighting the impact of blockchain on each respective industry (Carson,2018)
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REINVENTING CAPITALISM WITH A SUPERIOR COORDINATION
MECHANISM: (CONTINUED)
Businesses will come to utilise blockchain as an event tracking system, a workflow platform and record keeping system.
This will lead to the creation of publicly verifiable ledgers of all their activities, secure and transparent systems that are cost
effective and have decreased processing times. All whilst removing middlemen who extract value from real business. The
blockchains that facilitate this will be coordinated by a cryptoasset which cannot be debased, is uncensorable, unseizable and
under the control of no single entity.
History can be seen through many lenses. At Etherbridge we believe the world makes its biggest leaps through
improvements around how knowledge is disseminated and how trust is coordinated. Investing in cryptoassets is investing in
a giant step forward for both information and trust.

NATURE OF BLOCKCHAIN BASED INVESTMENTS:
This section will attempt to give the reader a better understanding of the nature of what an investment in a cryptoasset entails.
We feel that this isn’t broadly understood and leaves many potential providers of capital confused as to the route towards capital
appreciation and value accrual that these cryptoassets may provide.
This can be best understood by comparing cryptoasset structures to traditional asset classes. If we think about the assets
available for investment in today’s world, we can broadly summarize three distinct “super asset classes”.

1.

Capital assets These are productive assets that produce an ongoing source of value normally in the form of a cashflow like interest,
rent or a dividend.

2.

Transformable/ Consumable assets –
These are assets that either have a one-time use or are consumed/burned. They can be transformed into another
asset and this consumption/transformation produces an economic yield.

3.

Store of Value assets –
They cannot be consumed, and their value persists across time and space. They are often unappreciated in good
economic times but due to their scarcity they manage to preserve purchasing power over long periods of time which
brings them into high demand when the world experiences economic difficulty.
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NATURE OF BLOCKCHAIN BASED INVESTMENTS: (CONTINUED)

Capital Asset

Consumable /
Transformable
Assets

Store of Value

Equity

Debt

Property

Commodities

Precious Metals

Fiat

Arts and
Collectables

Figure 8: Asset superclasses (Greer, 1997)
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NATURE OF BLOCKCHAIN BASED INVESTMENTS: (CONTINUED)

The following will illustrate just how similar the assets within the blockchain world are to our traditional assets:

Capital assets:
If a cryptoasset requires the ownership of a token to gain access to a recurring value stream generated by the network then it is
more than likely a capital asset. As investment into a network with these properties is an investment into productive capital. The
value streams that accrue to the token holders of these type of cryptoassets comes in the form of asset inflation and transaction
costs, proportional to their stake verses the entire staked amount.
At a high level any cryptoasset which you stake, bond or otherwise commit to a network will fall under this classification.
Essentially any token that runs on a Proof of Stake consensus mechanism where the tokens only utility is coordinating supply
siders falls under this catergorisation.
However, many Proof of Stake networks present owners of the token with more utility than just coordinating supply siders. As a
token holder in networks such as these the token can be in two states. One where it is staked as a productive asset and another
where it is held for use on the network.
This introduces a blended asset, one where the token at any point in time can be a capital or commodity asset.

CAPITAL ASSET

BLENDED ASSET

USERS

USERS

$ (Payment not in native token)
Network Service
Improvements

Value Flows

Can be one in the same

$

Use native token to interact with network

Network Service
Improvements

Treasury
Value Flows

Distribute

Votes

Funding

Proposal

Token Holders

Votes

Funding

Proposal

Token Holders
Internal and
external
developers

Figure 9: An illustration of a cryptoasset that is a
capital asset.
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Distribute

Treasury

Internal and external
developers

Figure 10: An illustration of a cryptoasset that is a
blended asset.

ETHERBRIDGE

NATURE OF BLOCKCHAIN BASED INVESTMENTS: (CONTINUED)

Commodity assets:
Cryptoassets

that

most

closely

resemble

commodities are those that run on purely Proof

USERS

of Work consensus mechanisms. The token
itself does not provide the holder with value flows
generated by the network. The value flows are

$ Use native token to interact with network

rather distributed to hardware owners who have
contributed computational power into securing

Network Service

the network.
Improvements

Some cryptocommodities possess store of value
properties just like precious metals. Only a small
percentage of commodities eventually attain this
status as a store of value. Over the course of

Value Flows

Treasury

history people have usually found that it is
worthwhile storing portions of their wealth in
assets like these.
When trying to determine whether an asset

Distribute

Votes

Funding

Proposal

deserves this status we look to its “hardness”.
Assuming a particular asset stays relevant in
its use over time, societies perception of it as a
good store of value is highly dependent on the
commodities annual rate of supply inflation and

Providers of Hardware

Internal and external
developers

the predictability of that rate in the years to follow.

Figure 11: An illustration of a cryptoasset that is a
commodity asset.

Low inflation and high
predictability of future rates

= Hard money

Figure 12: Ideal properties of hard money.

At the end of the day cryptoassets aren’t that different from our traditional assets. Some of them produce a yield, others
provide safety or utility to their users. However, these assets are different in that they are the raw materials, the precious
metals, the corporations, the markets and the tools of the digital economy. They represent an opportunity to opt out of
government-controlled economies and money.
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FINANCE AS BLOCKCHAINS FIRST KILLER USE CASE:

Blockchains disruptive effects are by no means constrained to any single industry however the world of finance currently has
the most to gain. Since the creation of the corporation the economic substrate that is finance has grown exponentially. It engulfs
every facet of our lives and is a necessary ingredient in coordinating economic activity. This section aims to give the reader a
better understanding of how and why blockchain will reshape the current financial substrate of the world and why disruptive
technologies that have come before have failed to do so.
Since the creation of the internet we have seen many industries business models undergo massive change. Just think about
how you used to get music, how you used to buy clothes and how you used to consume content.
The internet has fundamentally changed the economics of these industries. Banking, however, has not undergone a similar
level of disruption. Yes, banks are automating away thousands of jobs and providing clients with digital access as opposed to
face to face interaction, but their core businesses haven’t changed much.
That’s because banking and financial services have extremely resilient economic moats. They have acted as trusted holders of
money for many years. In financial services trust is the wall that keeps disruptors on the outside. This privileged position that
banks have in the global economy is the result of a deep structural reality that participation in our financial system carries high
counterparty risk.
The financial networks of today roughly boil down to messaging networks, where banks and other financial institutions are
responsible for interfacing with these networks on behalf of their customers – sending the right messages and responding
appropriately to messages received.
To starve off excess costs, financial institutions lean on trusted relationships with one another to efficiently manage capital
flows, which exposes them to risk that someone they engage in business with fails to meet their obligations. Banks have done
an exceptional job at lowering the cost of financial services within these trusted financial networks. However, when users need
to transact outside of these trusted channels things get really expensive.

Fortunately,

since

the

invention

of

the

FINTECH

internet, fintech companies have emerged to

P2P
lending

solve some of the problems associated with
transacting outside of trusted channels. They
have been able to find niches on the edges of the

Unserviceable
clients

traditional financial system to service:

Crowdfunding

USERS

Cross border
payments

Payments

Figure 13: Fintech’s niches on the outside of the banking system.
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FINANCE AS BLOCKCHAINS FIRST KILLER USE CASE: (CONTINUED)

In other words, fintech has built out the existing financial system, rather than rebuilding it from first principles as streaming
services have done in music or as ride sharing has done to transport, or has Amazon has done in retail. Therefore, the onlyway to truly disrupt the financial services industry is to rearchitect the underlying networks in a way that carries an order of
magnitude lower risk.
This is why blockchain networks are so interesting from a financial services point of view. They systemically lower counterparty
risk in financial networks. They achieve this by providing guarantees around the execution of financial transactions, this is done
through the use of open source software and a public computational environment run by purely economically motivated actors.
Blockchain networks are a foundation for a more transparent, secure system. One that relies on maths, physics and incentives
rather than that of complicated inter-bank and regulatory relationships.
In order for this to make more sense we are going to give you an oversimplification of Ethereum. Ethereum is very similar to
bitcoin except it has vastly more functionality. It has more functionality due to its ability to read, understand and execute basic
conditional agreements.
These conditional agreements are known as smart contracts. In the same way that I send money on the bitcoin network
and the miners guarantee that transaction processing, execution and settlement occur, Ethereum gives me these same
guarantees but over conditional agreements:
•

IF This, THEN That

•

WHEN This, THEN That

Smart contracts make money programmable.
Ethereum is essentially a vending machine for financial services. Think about what a vending machine does. As a retailer who
sells chips and cool drinks, I can buy a vending machine. The vending machine receives inputs from a consumer, checks its
rules, and then provides the consumer with an output. If the rules are not followed the machine does not produce the output. It
essentially guarantees a couple of things to both the owner and the consumer:

1)

Goods are only exchanged if the correct amount of money has been put in.

2)

If there is no stock of the selected product the money is returned.

3)

The prices are the same for all consumers

4)

The vending machine stores the money made and only provides access to that money to the owner of its key.
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FINANCE AS BLOCKCHAINS FIRST KILLER USE CASE: (CONTINUED)

A vending machine essentially creates a trust minimised environment where business is carried out in the exact way it was
planned to. Thus, lowering counterparty risk in the exchange of chips and cool drinks.
And that’s exactly what Ethereum can do for financial services. Instead of a vending machine Ethereum has what we call a
virtual machine. This is just software that runs on thousands of computers and enforces the rules of the network. New rules
can be created using smart contracts to create trust minimised services that take inputs and give outputs in a way that is known
to both the end user and the provider of the service. Blockchain networks form the first segment of fintech that truly has the
potential to disrupt the core businesses of major financial institutions. This disruption will fundamentally benefit markets and
consumers giving them more choices around: product, cost and risk.

CORE BUSINESS OF BANKS
Savings

Payments

Investing

Fund Raising

Insurance

Lending

Figure 14: Core businesses of banks.
What we have is a new paradigm of financial computing that is based on an open source software and carries an order of
magnitude lower participation risk. It will flip our current permissioned financial system on its head as it makes financial
access permissionless.

Figure 15: Current permissioned financial system verse the emerging Ethereum financial system.
(Hoffman, 2019)
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FINANCE AS BLOCKCHAINS FIRST KILLER USE CASE: (CONTINUED)

The consequences of this new financial system can be summarised into three baskets:

1.

Open Access:

At Etherbridge we believe that access to basic financial services is a human right. Without providing universal access to
banking we make closing the poverty gap that much harder.
Blockchain financial networks can make universal financial access a possibility. Anyone from anywhere in the world only needs
an internet connection in order to create a crypto wallet, the equivalent of a bank account without the need for approval or
permission from anyone. It goes without saying that blockchain networks will at the very least win market share at the margins
where people have trouble gaining access to basic financial services. With a 10 times better service than traditional banking
they could very easily become the de facto banking system for the digital economy.
Open access doesn’t just apply to end users but also financial service providers. Anyone can write smart contracts on
Ethereum and create trust minimised financial products. The same way that YouTube democratised the production of video
content, blockchain platforms will democratise the creation of financial products.

2.

Minimal Fees:

The infrastructure needed for financial services to operate requires many different components. Let’s take asset
management as an example: you have frontend activities like product development, transaction and order execution, transaction
management and pre-trade compliance. You also then have backend components like transaction processing and settlement,
custody, transfer agency and securities lending.
These component services come at a cost which squeezes asset managers margins and increases the cost consumers
must pay. With smart contracts many of these component services can be disintermediated and reliably executed entirely by
software.

Asset Management Function

Open Source Software

Custody

Blockchain.com, MyEtherWallet

Fund administration

Melon

Transfer agency

Digital Securities protocol (Securitise)

Pre- and post- trade compliance

Digital Securities protocol (Securitise)

Asset borrowing/lending

MakerDAO, Compound

Transaction processing, execution, settlement

Bitcoin, Ethereum

Order matching

Ox

Portfolio construction, rebalancing

Set

Product development

UMA

Figure 16: Examples of open source technology available for asset managers.
This shift will represent massive decrease in production costs for financial services and should lead to healthier competition
and savings passed through to consumers.
In addition, there’s another factor that keeps smart contract fees low: it is the risk of competitive forks. If a given protocol is
deemed to be charging excessive fees, it is trivial for a competitor to copy the codebase and lower fees.
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FINANCE AS BLOCKCHAINS FIRST KILLER USE CASE: (CONTINUED)

To guard against this risk of forks, protocols minimise fees to levels they feel are necessary to sustain development and
security. Through the use of smart contracts, we as an asset manager can lower our fixed costs (infrastructure) and our variable
costs in the form of intermediary fees whilst providing an equal or better quality service for cheaper to our clients.

3.

New Novel Assets, Markets and Organizations

Assets and Markets:
Smart contracts allow for the creation of provably scarce programmable assets. Something like bitcoin is created to act like
money, however, other projects are using crypto contracts with other aims in mind like: conferring membership, governance,
voting rights within a network or to assign ownership of real world assets like commodities and securities, and to synthetically
replicate the prices of real world assets.
Essentially a smart contract can be used to represent any asset. This is called tokenisation. Once a real-world asset is
tokenised it is represented on an openly accessible, low-cost global accounting system. Once an asset exists as a smart
contract, it becomes easily interoperable with other crypto financial services, allowing for efficient distribution, transfer and
liquidity aggregation.
Organisations:
Smart contracts further allow for the codification of bylaws and capitalisation tables.
This means you can easily create global organisations and define ownership, rules, procedures and governance mechanics
through these smart contracts. This gives organisations a toolkit for coordinating member activities in an accountable and
verifiable manner.
This drastically reduces dependence on obscure local legal codes and enforcement traditions that struggle to scale across
borders. Smart contracts bridge a large trust gap that has historically stood in the way of cross-border interaction.
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The Etherbridge team has been operating full time in the blockchain space for just over 2 years now. Our initial attention to
the space came from the speculative profits that were made available in 2017, however what has kept us active in the
industry was the realisation of just how powerful blockchain technology can be. We always say we came for the gains
and stayed for the technology.
The last two years have shattered many of our basic assumptions about life and more specifically the financial world. As we
began our journey in exploring blockchain and its capabilities we realised just how fragile the financial system is. It became
important for us to reflect upon our monetary system and whether its design was compatible with the modern-day world.
Through the cycles of our human existence we have often made errors around the idea of what money should be. Some ideas
have led to unsustainable financial environments whilst others have been abused by the powers that be and failed as a result.
We currently find ourselves at the end of our own monetary cycle. One that has been around for just over 100 years.
Since the move to a freely floating exchange rate system the world has been lowering interest rates and printing money in ways
that are unsustainable. This has destroyed the purchasing power of every countries local fiat currency and led to extreme levels
of wealth inequality that we haven’t witnessed since the World Wars.
By lowering interest rates and printing money out of thin air we distort the present value of assets by bringing forward future
gains to today, leaving little incentive for continued investment at current valuations going forward. These actions have been
met with forever expanding promises in the form of both debt obligations such as public and private debt as well as non-debt
obligations like pension plans, medicare and social security.
As our debt load continues to expand and our ability to service these promises begins to dwindle we find ourselves in an ever
increasingly fragile situation. Governments running deficits in order to continue s ervicing t hese promises w ill cause even
further losses to the purchasing power of fiat currency. This deficit expansion will be very difficult to reverse as politicians will
struggle to be elected if they fail to meet these obligations.
This leaves us with many unknowns going into the next 10 years as our current monetary toolset will not carry the same
simulative effect it had prior to and during the 2008 debt crisis. The world is set up for a paradigm shift over the concept of
what money is and how it should best be facilitated. In this time of turmoil, it makes sense investing in an alternative financial
system, one that will force us to return to a hard form of money where monetary policy discipline cannot be abused.
We also find ourselves in a huge generational shift as baby boomers depart the working force and redirect wealth to younger
generations. As millennials have grown up with technology as a significant part of their lives they will find it easier placing their
trust in the mathematics and computer science of blockchain, than in the bankers of the past.
With cash assets producing yields near or at zero percent, and risk premiums on risk assets like equities and property
compressing, we can expect a natural asset rotation to an industry that has huge value potential. An asset class that is
uncorrelated to any legacy assets, which improves risk adjusted returns of portfolios will be in exceptionally high in demand.
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But it is more than just all of the points above, today we have the opportunity not just to make money, but to take part in the
reinvention of Capitalism. Blockchain is an inevitability, however the direction it takes is still to be determined. In a piece by Nic
Carter a lead thinker in the industry he calls Bitcoin a peaceful revolution. One where no war needs to be fought, rather simply
through the creation of something incorruptible by power and greed we can opt out of the current status quo.
We at Etherbridge take this responsibility to heart. We plan to be integral to the coming revolution by investing in
decentralised information systems and building our own. In order to achieve this dream, we have started the asset
management leg of Etherbridge . We will initially employ the traditional model of asset management to deliver this service
whilst also focusing on the creation of new and innovative financial products, providing exposure to blockchain technology in
its entirety. We plan to roll out multiple funds with different time horizons and risk reward opportunities. This will allow our
clients to not only gain exposure outside of the legacy financial system but also have a diversified exposure within the digital
economy.
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Figure 17: Potential array of digital asset portfolios.

We currently find ourselves in a very interesting gap, one where the technology itself is still extremely new and poorly
understood. It hasn’t by any means reached parity with current centralised systems and the road ahead is still treacherous.
Until such a point where we feel the technology is ready to use for the creation of scalable business solutions, we will maintain
our focus only on investing in the space.
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Fortunately, because of the time and information asymmetry we believe we will have over our competitors it will be trivial for
us to identify such a time when building our own solutions will be most appropriate. Whilst waiting for this gap to close we
will be focusing on finding industry experts and entrepreneurs to manage the business solutions we develop. We will also be
narrowing down a group of talented software developers to help bring this all together.
The spectrum of use cases is vast however at this point we see financial services, agriculture and supply chain as the areas we
plan to focus on. These areas as it stands have a lot to gain from the utilisation of the trust engine that is blockchain and the
decade ahead will make this evident.
We are pleased to announce the launch of our Building Blocks Fund. The focus of this fund is to produce alpha within the
blockchain investment sphere through long term fundamental asset selection. We position ourselves in networks we believe
will be integral as foundations for what will become the digital economy.
Our mandate is simple, the Building Blocks Fund only invests in:
Decentralised information systems coordinated via scarce cryptographic tokens whose value appreciates as user
demand for the networks service grows.

Please feel free to contact us for further information on our Building Blocks Fund and any other questions you may have.

Etherbridge Team.
Email: info@etherbridge.co
Phone: +27833872663
Phone: +27825890542
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